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1. Introdu tion and S ienti

Context

\If the osmologi al problem is the number one problem of astronomy, then problem
number two should be the problem of bla k holes1 ." These words of Nobelist V. L. Ginzburg
from the 1980s ring true today. Furthermore, the two problems are inextri ably linked
be ause the nas ent Universe an only be ompared to a bla k hole (BH). In addition, the
evolution of the Universe is profoundly a e ted by the presen e of BHs. For example, BHs
power AGN, whi h intera t with and greatly modify their host galaxies and lusters; and
they are an ultimate endpoint of stellar evolution, with one per ent or so of the Milky Way's
baryons having already been swept away into stellar-mass BHs.
With no useful theory of quantum gravity on the horizon, fundamental physi s is
stymied. In this instan e, astronomy an serve physi s by prose uting the study of astronomi al BHs, possibly the only kind of BH that we will ever know. In doing so, it is wise
to take our ue from the study of osmology where no stone is left unturned, where the study
of the CMB, supernovae, galaxy lusters, GRBs, quasars, gala ti and stellar evolution, et .,
all play important roles in digging deep. For BHs likewise, it makes sense to pursue with
equal vigor both supermassive and stellar-mass BHs, while seeking dynami al eviden e for
intermediate-mass BHs.
And it is equally important to use all available data hannels. We an reasonably expe t
that LIGO and LISA will provide us with intimate knowledge on erning BHs. However,
gravitational wave dete tors are unlikely to tell us mu h about MHD a retion ows in
strong elds or the origin of relativisti jets or about relativisti ally-broadened Fe lines and
high-frequen y quasi-periodi os illations, phenomena that are now routinely observed for
BHs2 . In short, observations of a reting BHs show us uniquely how a BH intera ts with its
environment. It behooves us to explore widely be ause, as in osmology, it is the synergisti
exploration of all paths that enlightens. Therefore, it is important to maintain balan e
between gravitational-wave studies of BHs in va uum and ele tromagneti studies of BHs
that are situated in a retion ows.
Today, on the one hand we have solid dynami al eviden e for obje ts of extraordinary
density { obje ts su h as the two-dozen BHs in X-ray binaries and SgrA . And on the other
hand, we have General Relativity whi h rmly predi ts that these obje ts have undergone
omplete gravitational ollapse. Whether the ollapse leads to a Plan k-s ale singularity or
is mediated by quantum e e ts on a larger s ale is at present not a pra ti al on ern for
astronomers. Our position is rather the following: While keeping an eye on exoti physi s,
we assume that GR is the orre t theory of strong gravity, and we use this venerable theory
to interpret our observations of BHs while sear hing for in onsisten ies and ontradi tions.
Meanwhile, we note that there is ompelling eviden e that stellar-mass BHs in X-ray binaries
and the supermassive BH in Sgr A* have event horizons3 , on rming our belief that GR is
the orre t theory of strong gravity.
Stellar-mass BHs and the measurement of their spin are the subje t of this white paper.
Twenty-two dynami ally- on rmed BHs are now known2 4 5 . For a atalog of their host
; ;
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binaries and a s hemati sket h to s ale of most of them, see respe tively Table 1 and
Figure 1 in ref. 2. Seventeen of these BHs are in transient systems and ve are in systems
that are persistently X-ray bright (e.g., Cyg X-1). The masses of these BHs range from
5{20M with a typi al value of 10M . Eighteen are lo ated in the Milky Way, two in the
LMC, and two in other lo al group galaxies.

2. The Measurement of Spin { A Frontier in Bla k Hole Resear h
Astrophysi al BHs are ompletely des ribed by the two numbers that spe ify their
mass and spin6 . BH spin is ommonly expressed in terms of the dimensionless quantity
a  J=GM 2 with ja j  1, where M and J are respe tively the BH mass and angular
momentum. While mass measurements of stellar BHs have been made for de ades, the rst
spin measurements have been a hieved only during the past three years7 14 . Meanwhile, the
spin of a supermassive BH has also been measured15 16 .
Knowledge of BH spin is ru ial for answering many key questions, for example: (1)
Are relativisti jets powered by spin? It is widely spe ulated that these jets, observed
for at least eight BH mi roquasars and hundreds of AGN, are powered by BH spin via a
magneti Penrose pro ess17 . With many se ure measurements of spin and mass in hand
it will be possible to atta k the jet/spin/Penrose-pro ess onne tion in earnest. (2) What
role does spin play in powering a gamma-ray burst? For example, a great un ertainty in
modeling long GRBs is whether one an arrive at the ore- ollapse stage with suÆ ient
angular momentum to make a disk around a BH18 . (3) What onstraints an be pla ed
on models of supernovae, BH formation, and BH binary evolution with both mass and
spin in hand19 20 ? (4) What distribution of BH spins should LIGO waveform modelers be
onsidering21 ? (5) For supermassive BHs, is the distribution of spins of the merging partners
onsistent with hierar hi al models for their growth22 ?
In this se tion, we rst onsider the two te hniques that are urrently delivering measurements of spin, namely tting the thermal X-ray ontinuum and modeling the pro le of
the Fe K line. Be ause spin is su h a riti al parameter it is important to measure it by
both methods, as this will arguably provide the best possible he k on our results. Sin e
the ontinuum- tting (CF) method annot be applied to AGN, BH binaries are the ru ial
ommon ground where both urrent methodologies for measuring spin are now being readily
applied. Se ondly, we onsider a highly promising and independent avenue to spin { highfrequen y QPOs. Finally, we examine X-ray polarimetry, whi h has the potential to se ure
the measurement of spin via the CF and Fe K methods, while possibly opening a fourth
avenue to spin.
;

;

2.1. Current Approa hes: The X-ray Continuum and the Fe K Line
BH spin is measured by estimating the inner radius of the a retion disk Rin , whi h
is identi ed with the radius of the innermost stable ir ular orbit RISCO predi ted by GR6 .
Strong support for linking Rin to RISCO is provided by de ades of empiri al eviden e that
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Rin is onstant in disk-dominated states of BH binaries23 and by re ent MHD simulations of
thin a retion disks24 25 . RISCO =M is a monotoni fun tion of a , de reasing from 6GM= 2
to GM= 2 as spin in reases from a = 0 to a = 1 (ref. 6). This relationship between a and
RISCO is the foundation of both the CF and the Fe K methods of measuring spin.
In the CF method, one determines RISCO by modeling the X-ray ontinuum spe trum of
;

the dominant thermal omponent using kerrbb2 (refs. 9,26), whi h is an elaboration of the
1973 model of Novikov & Thorne27 . The observables are X-ray ux, temperature, distan e
D, in lination i, and BH mass M . In order to obtain reliable values of a , it is essential to (1)
sele t X-ray spe tra that have a strong thermal omponent and (2) have a urate estimates
of M , i and D, whi h are typi ally derived by modeling opti al data4 .
The CF method has delivered the spins of six stellar BHs7 11 . Meanwhile, spins for
four more BHs are in the works and a half-dozen more are targeted for future study. Here
we highlight results for three BH binaries: M33 X-7 (see Fig. 1), LMC X-1 (see Fig. 2) and
GRS 1915+105 (ref. 9). The BH primary of the third system { a mi roquasar with unique
and striking properties { is a near-extreme Kerr BH with a lower limit on its dimensionless
spin parameter of a > 0:98. As illustrated in Figures 7{14 in ref. 9, this result is robust
in the sense that it is independent of the details of the data analysis and insensitive to the
un ertainties in mass and distan e of the BH. A proviso is that one sele t data of low to
moderate luminosity (L=LEdd < 0:3), orresponding to a retion disks that are geometri ally
thin (H=R < 0:1).
In the Fe K method, one determines RISCO by modeling the pro le of the broad, skewed
line that is formed in the inner disk by Doppler e e ts, light bending, and gravitational
redshift28 . Of entral importan e is the e e t of the redshift on the red wing of the line.
This wing extends to very low energies for a rapidly rotating BH (a  1) be ause in this ase
gas orbits near the event horizon. Relative to the CF method, measuring the extent of this
red wing in order to infer a is hindered by the faintness of the signal and un ertainties in
subtra ting the ontinuum. However, the Fe K method has the virtues that it is independent
of M and D, while the blue wing of the line even allows an estimate of i. What makes the Fe K
method enormously important is that it is urrently the only viable approa h to measuring
the spins of supermassive BHs in AGN. (For further details on the Fe K method, see the
white paper by J. Miller et al.).

2.2. High Frequen y QPOs and X-ray Polarimetry
High Frequen y QPOs { Central Question: What is the orre t model of these
strong- eld X-ray os illations? Arguably, High Frequen y QPOs (HFQPOs; 100{450
Hz) are likely to o er the most reliable and pre ise measurement of spin on e the orre t
model is known. HFQPOs have been dete ted in seven BH sour es2 . They are of spe ial interest be ause their frequen ies are in the expe ted range for matter in orbit near the ISCO.
Four of the seven sour es exhibit harmoni pairs of frequen ies in a 3:2 ratio. These frequenies (single or pairs) do not vary signi antly despite sizable hanges in X-ray luminosity.
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Fig. 1.| Spin results for the BH primary in M33 X-7 obtained by tting Chandra spe tra
( lled/open ir les) and XMM spe tra ( rosses) to the relativisti disk model kerrbb2 (ref.
10); the data are ordered by total ounts. The four \gold" Chandra spe tra with & 5000
ounts ea h ( lled ir les) yield spin estimates that agree with the mean value (dotted line)
to within their  2% statisti al un ertainties, whi h is remarkable stability given that the
observations span years (see dates). Meanwhile, this mean value agrees with the mean spin
for the 11 low-quality spe tra with < 3000 ounts to within  1%. In luding all observational
un ertainties (e.g., BH mass), one obtains a = 0:77  0:05.
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Fig. 2.| Spin results versus time for the BH primary in LMC X-1 obtained by tting
RXTE spe tra to the relativisti disk model kerrbb2 (ref. 11). The spe tra were sele ted
as minimally Comptonized from a omplete sample of 55 RXTE spe tra. As indi ated, the
s atter about the mean value of a is small. In luding all model-parameter and observational
un ertainties (e.g., -vis osity and BH mass), one obtains a = 0:90+00 04
09 . Virtues of RXTE
are its good overage of the Compton power-law omponent above 10 keV and the many
independent observations it provides (typi ally hundreds); drawba ks are its poor low-energy
response and spe tral resolution.
:
:
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Overall, these os illations appear to be a stable and identifying feature of a BH that are
dependent on the mass and spin of the BH. HFQPOs are transient and subtle with typi al
QPO amplitudes of  1%. The entire sample of HFQPOs dete ted by RXTE at > 4 are
illustrated in the white paper by J. Tomsi k et al. and in ref. 2. As this gure shows, and as
argued by Tomsi k et al., these os illations are near the sensitivity limit of RXTE { the only
mission to have dete ted them { and a more powerful timing mission is required in order to
explore and exploit them.

X-ray Polarimetry { Central Question: Is the spin of a stellar BH aligned with
the orbit ve tor? If a BH's spin were to be misaligned from the orbit ve tor, the inner

and X-ray-emitting portion of its a retion disk would be warped away from the outer disk29 .
One an measure any misalignment by omparing the orbital in lination angle iorb (routinely
measured to a few degrees via opti al observations) to the in lination of the inner disk idisk .
The dire t approa h to measuring idisk is via polarimetri studies of BH binaries in diskdominated states30 31 . The predi ted degree of polarization varies from 0% to  5% as the
disk in lination hanges from fa e-on to edge-on. Meanwhile, based on two urrent mission
on epts, even a NASA SMEX- lass payload is apable of determining the polarization of
the inner disk to an a ura y of 0.1% by observing a typi al bright BH binary for about 10
days, thereby onstraining the disk in lination to within a degree or two31 .
The CF method of measuring BH spin (x2.1) is straightforward to apply, the required
data are readily obtainable, and even the theory of disk a retion in strong gravity is tra table
(see x3). However, the method is alled into question by a single assumption, namely that
idisk = iorb . Unfortunately, the CF method annot t for idisk and he k for disk warp
be ause there is a degenera y between the in lination and spin parameters31 . Therefore,
X-ray polarimetry studies are required to validate this key assumption of the CF method.
The Fe K method of measuring spin (x2.1) will also be greatly strengthened by polarimetri data. These data will he k on the in lination estimates obtained via ts to the Fe K
line, or allow this parameter to be xed in the ts. Furthermore, polarimetry an provide
qualitatively new information on sour e geometry and magneti elds on spatial s ales omparable to a BH event horizon30 31 . This apability promises to be ru ial in de ning the
geometry of the oronal sour e that powers the Fe K line via uores en e, a sour e that is
now vaguely and variously hara terized as a sphere or a slab or a lamp post.
Finally, we note that it may be possible to determine BH spin solely via polarimetry,
thereby se uring an additional independent measurement of spin. This possibility is implied
by the pioneering work of Connors et al.32 and has been explored in re ent work30 31 .
;

;

;

3. The Required Key Advan es in Observation and Theory in Priority Order
An X-ray timing/spe tral mission dedi ated to the study of bright Gala ti
sour es: Sin e its laun h in late 1995, RXTE has revolutionized our knowledge of stel-

lar BHs and neutron stars be ause of its large area, its high data-rate apabilities, and
espe ially be ause it is a dedi ated observatory that allows sustained, synopti observations
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of these omplex and variable systems. Additionally, its All-Sky Monitor maintains ontinual surveillan e of the entire sky, whi h is riti ally important be ause 95% of the known
Gala ti stellar BHs are transient X-ray sour es. A new follow-on mission with order-ofmagnitude improvements in olle ting area, data rate, and spe tral resolution { and with
sensitivity well below the 3 keV uto of RXTE { is required in order to make the next step.
Su h a mission will at on e serve the three prime spin methodologies: Brie y, large area is
needed for studying HFQPOs and good spe tral resolution for resolving the Fe K line, while
sensitivity down to  1 keV pro ts the CF method by apturing the full thermal ontinuum
spe trum. For more on su h a mission, see the white paper by Tomsi k et al. and ref. 33.
In addition to a dedi ated mission, it is ru ial that the International X-ray Observatory (IXO) also have the apability to observe bright Gala ti BH transients as targets of
opportunity. Spe i ally, the in lusion of the High Time Resolution Spe trometer will insure
that no Rosetta-stone transient slips away unobserved.
Advan es in omputational astrophysi s: Both the CF and Fe K methods of measuring BH spin assume that disk radiation uts o at the ISCO. This is a valid assumption
provided that the a reting gas has negligible torque at the ISCO. But does the torque really
be ome small at the ISCO? The only way to nd out is by means of 3D MHD simulations
of the a reting gas in the Kerr metri of a spinning BH. This nas ent area of resear h is
urrently poised to take o . Powerful GRMHD odes have been developed and tested34 35
and have begun to provide the rst dire t estimates of the stress pro le in disks of various
thi knesses around non-spinning and spinning BHs25 36 37 . However, the energy dissipation
pro le and the orresponding radiative properties of the disk { the most important quantities for applying theoreti al models to observations { are still unknown and require mu h
more work. The physi s of HFQPOs too is likely to be understood only when GRMHD simulations that in lude radiation are arried out. These developments require (1) numeri al
GRMHD odes that an eÆ iently model thermodynami s and radiation physi s and (2)
larger omputational resour es than are presently available. The former an be enabled with
adequate funding of theoreti al and numeri al resear h and the latter with serious investment
in omputer hardware.
X-ray polarimetry mission: Most e e tive would be a modest mission dedi ated to
observing bright stellar BHs and neutron stars. Either of two instrument on epts developed
within the severe onstraints of a NASA SMEX- lass payload would be quite e e tive { a
photoele tron-tra k polarimeter or a Bragg- rystal instrument. Either instrument an, for
example, dete t polarization in a 1 Crab sour e at the  0:3% level in 1 day, and at the
 0:1% level in 10 days31 .
;

;
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4. Goals: 2010{2020
Firmly establish the edgling enterprise of measuring BH spin via the CF and Fe K
methods: Obtain pre ise and a urate values of spin for 10{20 BHs using one of the
methods, and for several BHs using both methods.
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Obtain omplete des riptions of many stellar BHs in order to test models of jets, GRBs,
supernovae, BH formation, BH binary evolution, et .
Establish the Fe K methodology for appli ation via IXO to supermassive BHs.
Identify the orre t model of HFQPOs and so open a third hannel for measuring spin.
Pursue X-ray polarimetry as a means of se uring the ontinuum- tting and Fe K
methods, and also as a possible fourth avenue to spin.
Develop and test realisti GRHMD models of thin disks in strong gravity.
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